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IS YOUR POOL HURRICANE READY? FSPA IS HERE TO HELP!
(SARASOTA, Fla.) April 4, 2016 – Although June 1 might seem a bit far away, it’s never too early to educate
yourself on how to prep your pool for a hurricane. Below are some tips from the Florida Swimming Pool Association
(FSPA) to help make sure your pool is hurricane ready.
1. Do not drain your pool before a storm. Keeping sufficient water levels in your pool provides the important
weight to hold sides and bottom in place.
2. Before and after the storm it is recommended to super chlorinate pool water.
3. It is important that all electric power be turned off at the circuit breakers before a storm hits. Any exposed
electrical equipment such as motors for the pumps should be tightly covered with plastic wrap. If flooding is
expected, disconnect and remove.
4. Storms can cause ripped lanai screens which can be expensive to replace. This can possibly be avoided if you
provide a “vent” for wind to escape through. Screen panels may be removed on either side of the pool area.
5. Remove any loose objects such as chairs, tables, pool equipment and even toys. These items can become
weapons in high wind storms. Do not throw your furniture in the pool, or anything else for that matter. If you
cannot store items inside a building, carefully place items in the pool, this is not recommended.
6. After the storm use a “pool rake” or other net/skimming device to remove small debris from inside the pool.
Do not use your regular pool vacuum equipment or pool pumps as they are likely to clog the plumbing.
7. Before touching any electrical equipment after the storm, be sure that everything is dry. Check circuit
breakers to be sure they are off before attempting to reconnect electrical equipment such as pump motors.
Inspect wiring for proper connections. If electric motors have been exposed to water, they should be checked
by a professional.
8. Be sure clocks, timers, etc. have been properly reset and balance the water chemistry. Keep a close eye on
your operating systems for a few days to ensure everything is in working order.
FSPA is a trade association for the Florida swimming pool and spa industry, and serves as the educator,
promoter and information bank for 16 chapters with more than 670 members statewide. FSPA conducts
approved continuing education classes for Florida licensees, sponsors one of the largest regional trade shows
for the industry and requires its members to adhere to a code of ethics. FSPA members include swimming
pool and spa builders, service companies, retail stores, manufacturers, distributors and firms allied with the
aquatics industry. For more information please give us a call or visit www.FloridaPoolPro.com.
For more information please contact the Florida Swimming Pool Association.
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